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PRESS RELEASE: EAGLE RADIO’S LOCAL HEROES IS
BACK FOR 2015
Eagle Radio, the number one local and commercial radio station in Surrey and Hampshire, is
launching its fourth annual Local Heroes Awards.
The awards celebrate our area’s community champions, from inspirational teachers to
people who make a huge difference by volunteering.
There are 10 categories up for grabs, with a judging panel choosing the winners to be
recognised at a celebration event at Guildford’s G Live in September.
As well as awarding our Local Heroes, we are treated to a feast of entertainment at the
celebration event, which in the past has included music from Lemar, Texas and Ashley
Roberts.
Last year, EastEnders favourite Charlie Brooks showed her support for the event, and in
particular the Young Person Award, saying: “It’s a pleasure to be here. Developing young
people, especially in our local area, is something that I feel is really very important.”
Eagle Radio’s Managing Director Paul Marcus said: “Now in its fourth year, Local Heroes is
here to celebrate community champions throughout Surrey and Hampshire.
“As the nominations start rolling in, I’m always blown away by just how much fantastic work
is being done locally.
“As the most listened-to local radio station in this area, I believe we have a role to play in
recognising some of the work being done by the area’s local heroes.”
This year, we will find and recognise a new collection of Local Heroes, so if you know
someone who makes your community a better place to live, then make sure you tell us all
about them!
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NOTES TO EDITOR
Nominations for Local Heroes can be submitted on our website: www.964eagle.co.uk
Photographs
Beverley Fullen (Eagle Radio’s Breakfast Bev), Bethany Goodhew (previous winner), Peter
Gordon (Eagle Radio)
John Hambly (previous winner) & Family
Bethany Goodhew
John Hambly
FOR MORE INFO, CONTACT:
Paul Marcus
Paul.marcus@964eagle.co.uk
01483 300 964

Eagle Radio & Eagle Extra have a reach of
138,000 weekly listeners across Surrey and
North East Hampshire

